REMOTE CONTROL CONVERSION KIT

Converts a 20 Hp. FourStroke outboard from an EH (electric tiller) model to an ERC (electric remote control) model. Remote controls, cables, etc. are not included in this kit. Power trim models require additional trim harness kit 84-856554A02.

Fits the 20 Hp. FourStroke EH outboard, 351cc., 0R235168 and above.

POWER TRIM HARNESS KIT

Required to complete the conversion of the 15/20 Hp. FourStroke (351cc) outboard from a tiller handle power trim model to a remote controlled power trim model.

Fits the 15/20 Hp. FourStroke, 351cc., EHPT model outboard beginning with serial number 0R235168 and above.

REMOTE CONTROL CONVERSION KIT

REMOTE CONTROL ATTACHING KITS

Includes remote stop switch with 20 ft.(6.1 m) extension harness and remote steering bracket that adapts to either mechanical push-pull steering or cable and pulley steering.

Fits Mercury/Mariner 4 & 5 (2-Stroke).

REMOTE CONTROL ATTACHING KIT

Fits Mercury/Mariner 6/8/9.9 and 15 (U.S. origin).